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The Top 50 Uses of Basic H2®

1. Sticky countertops: Directly spray on your all-purpose cleaning mix. For really sticky spots, let sit for  
a minute and then wipe.

2. Greasy pots and pans: A little goes a long way. Just add 1/2 teaspoon to one gallon of warm water and let 
your pots and pans soak in the water. Follow with a light scrub and rinse. 

3. Kitchen appliances: The all-purpose cleaning mix or the degreaser mix works wonders on your glass  
or gas stove tops, dishwashers and oven doors. I even use the mix to clean my juicer and blender when 
splatters occur. 

4. Microwave mishaps:  When you warmed up that bowl of pasta did you open the door to find what looks 
like a science experiment gone wrong on your microwave walls? Just give the microwave a spray with the 
all-purpose mixture and be on your way.

5. Spotty silverware:  Hard water and silverware that has sat in the sink for a bit too long can be a pain to 
clean. Just soak or wipe your silverware down with the all-purpose mixture. If you need to up the game, add 
a bit more Basic H2® to the water. 

6. Refrigerator inside and out: I do not know how it happens but I feel I always need to clean out the  
refrigerator, especially the shelves in the door where the condiments are held. They always find a way  
to make a mess. Just before I put in the groceries, I do a quick clean down with the all-purpose mixture  
to freshen up the fridge on the inside and outside. 

7. For windows and mirrors: Wash away those smudges and dirty windows and mirrors. Use the windows 
mixture.  If smearing occurs, than your mixture is too strong. No worries, just dilute it a bit with water. 

8. Greasy kitchen sinks:  Overtime water and food can leave our kitchen sinks looking dull and slimey.  
Don’t fret, just wipe it down with the all-purpose Basic H2® mixture. 

9. Coffee mug rings on tabletops: Okay so we all know that as much as you try, sometimes people just won’t 
use the coasters you have conveniently placed on the tables and then you are left with the dreaded cup ring 
on your tabletops. Squirt some of the Basic H2® in as soon as you get the chance and watch as those rings 
disappear. 

10. Pizza dough on countertops: Okay full disclosure, I don’t eat much pizza these days or really do much 
baking for that matter ever since I gave up grains but, I used to. I know how sticky and powdery the  
countertops can get. I just spray it down and wipe away and the countertops are clean and ready to  
go for my next kitchen experiment. 

11. Kitchen cabinets:  We decided to paint our cabinets white. I love it, it makes our small kitchen look much 
bigger, but it also shows all of the funky fingerprints from the chefs hands. As part of my weekly routine,  
I give the cabinets a quick squirt and wipe. 

12. Crayoned walls on remove from walls: I remember drawing on my grandmother’s walls with crayon and 
I anticipate that my daughter will soon be doing the same. Others have shared with me that if you put on  
Basic H2® in it’s full strength to the beautiful art installation on your walls, the crayon will come off.

13. Dusting: Having undergone a home construction project, I have had to deal with a lot of dust. To help 
keep the house clean and my sanity in tact, I used Basic H2® to help clean up the dust on all of my furniture 
and ceiling fans. 

14. Adhesive residue: Using the all purpose mix, give your sticky mess a spray. If that does not get it off, put 
a drop of the Basic H2® on the surface and use a scour pad to scrub off. I had to do this on a sticky gel that 
was stuck to my bath tub. Worked great!

15. Lighting fixtures:  Let the light shine on! For my light fixtures I just use the glass cleaner mixture and 
things looked much clearer. 
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16. Spilled juice: If you spill the juice on the countertop, table or floor just use the all purpose mix. If you spill 
on a fabric or material you may want to look at adding Nature Bright® to the mix. 

17. Shoe track marks on floors: If you have kids, like to garden or have undergone a construction project 
you probably are fed up with track marks on your floors. I just spread out a mixture of Basic H2® with warm 
water onto the floors and give them a good wipe down. 

18. Remote controls:  Have you ever thought about how often a remote control is touched and how  
uncommon it is for people to wash those? Especially after their hands have been into the popcorn bowl  
a couple of times. It’s important to give these everyday objects a routine wipe down when you are cleaning 
off your coffee or end tables. The all-purpose mix is all you need to do the trick. 

19. Ceiling fans:  I live in a pretty dry and dusty climate and I seem to constantly be cleaning the fans.  
What I do is I take an empty pillowcase, put it around the blades, slide it off so the dust all ends up in the 
pillowcase and then I give it a good wipedown with the all purpose mix. 

20. Electronics, phones, computers, televisions, record players, keyboards: About once a month I will just 
walk around the house with the Basic H2® and give all of my appliances a good wipe down. Basic H2® will 
help take away the dust, grime and dirt so things are restored to their “looks like new” state. 

21. Wooden furniture: When I first got Basic H2® I was nervous about using it on my wood surfaces but 
once I got over the fear, I realized that it was working better than my toxic wood cleaners did and didn’t 
leave a filmy residue. I even now use it on my beautiful antique buffet table. Now thats trust!

22. Removing wallpaper: I have noticed that wallpaper is making a comeback on accent walls and on  
furniture. Some of it looks great but when you find something that has been applied prior to the past five 
years, the chances are you want to remove that stuff. To do the job, add 1/2 Tbs of Basic H2® directly into  
a gallon of warm water. Soak the wallpaper with this solution, let it sit for a few minutes and then get to 
scrubbing or peeling.  

23. Ironing: So now that I consider myself an adult, I have started to iron my clothing. My mother is so proud. 
To help keep the iron clean, I add 1 drop into the the water mixture and the iron stays clean and so do my 
clothes. 

24. Pressure washer: Load up your pressure washer with some water and a 1/2 Tbs. of Basic H2® per gallon 
and blast the grime away. 

25. Humidifier: Our water at our house has a bit of a mineral deposit and just after a few months of using 
the humidifier in the winter, I need to give it a clean. I put in one to two drops into the water and this helps 
prevent discoloration and scum. 

26. Removing gum: It has been a while since I found gum stuck on my shoes or in my hair but I have learned 
that if you apply Basic H2® directly to the area that has gum stuck to it you should be able to peel it away.  

27. Coffee-makers:  Add two drops into a 12 cup dispenser of water and run the cycle. 

28. Wooden floors:  After you sweep the floors add a tablespoon of Basic H2® to a gallon of water, apply  
to the floors and mop up. The floors have a nice shine to them. If you want to get fancy, you can always add 
a few drops or orange or lemon essential oil. Hey- if it makes cleaning more enjoyable, I say do it!

29. Bathroom fixtures: It is nice not having to use too many cleaning products in the bathroom or products 
that make me gasp for fresh air. I just take a few minutes a week, spray everything down with my all purpose 
mix, wipe away and then step away. 

30. Grimy toilets: No one really likes to clean a toilet. I even get a little lazy about it so I just take the bottle 
of Basic H2® squirt a bit of it around the inside bowl, give it a scrub with the toilet brush and flush the grime 
away. Even thinking about cleaning the toilet just now made me a bit resentful of having to be the one who 
takes this chore on in the house. Fortunately, I found a good way to keep it simple and quick. 

31. Floor and wall tiles: If you have a large surface to do, just add 1/2 Tbs. of Basic H2® directly to a gallon  
of water and give everything a good go-over. 
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32. Sports equipment: Using the all purpose mix, give your weights, shin pads, helmets and all of your other 
sweaty equipment a good wipe down. 

33. Dirty gym bags: Spritz the all purpose mix in the bag and wipe it down with a cloth. 

34. Yoga mats: Your yoga mat will get dirty even if you just lay on it after a while. I give mine a spray with 
the all purpose mix and sometimes add in some essential oils like mint or orange to give me a pick me up 
when I am doing my stretches. 

35. Golf Clubs:  I do not do much golfing but my in laws love it. You can use Basic H2® to clean your clubs  
and gloves.  

36. Records: Do not neglect your precious record albums. These gems need your love too. To care for them, 
every once in a while, add two drops of the concentrate into a cup of water and with a super soft cloth, wipe 
down the records to remove fingerprints and any other oils.  

37. Cleaning off fireplace soot: I would recommend trying to sweep away as much soot as you can. Then, 
using the degreaser mix, spray things down and wipe away. 

38. Barbeque grill grunge:  The degreaser mix works well on the grills. If you need a bit more help getting 
some grunge off, my husband really likes to add a bit of baking soda to add a bit of abrasion to the surface. 

39. Patio furniture: If you have glass you can just use the glass solution to clean all the furniture. If you have 
metal or wood, the all purpose mix will work just fine. 

40. Wooden decks:  Start off using a 1/2 Tbs. per gallon water to clean. If you feel you need more or less,  
adjust your mixture. 

41. Yard ornaments: We do not have too many off these at home but my husband does love them. The all 
purpose mix works great.

42. Watermarked windshields or windows: After a hard rain or rough winter give those windows a much 
needed shine by using the glass cleaning mixture.

43. Gardening tools: At the end of the fall and in early spring, soak or spray down your gardening tools so 
that they stay clean and rust free. This is important to do with your flower pots at the end of the season so 
that you don’t grow any harmful bacteria that could compromise your spring planting.

44. Exterior car washing:  For a good shine do one area at a time with a solution of 1/2 Tsp. per gallon  
of water. Be sure to finish with a nice hose down.

45. Interior car cleaning: You can use the all purpose spray on leather and faux leather seats and interiors. 
Do a quick cleaning of all of the dashboards, door handles and shifter. 

46. Driveways: Super simple one here. Just add a 1/2 Tbs. per gallon, give it a scrub with your outdoor 
broom if you wish and let it wash away. You may also be happily surprised to see that any grass or plants 
you have that get the runoff with be greener than before! 

47. Shoes: For a quick clean add two drops to a wash cloth with some water and wipe those shoes  
or sneakers down.

48. Paint Brushes: Run under water with full strength Basic H2®. 

49. Rust:  Do you have some rusty nuts and bolts? Just apply full strength to loosen them. 

50. Pool toys:  For most applications, the all purpose spray mix will be just fine. It’s a good idea to give  
everything a good cleaning pre and post pool season to help protect your toys so they last longer. 
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